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“East Christian High’s first dance has come and gone.” These were the opening words of an 

article written by the editor in the October 20, 1966, issue of ECH’s school paper. Court views. 

The article was concerned with student opinion of a square dance held at ECU about two weeks 

earlier. The results of this poll were rather disturbing: only one person out of 74 surveyed 

opposed the dance. When asked whether they felt rock ’n roll dancing was wrong, most students 

said it was not and that they would like to see such a dance held at ECH. In his concluding 

remarks, the editor said that these responses showed that another square dance would be “whole-

heartedly welcome” and that like himself concurred with this opinion. He concluded by saying 

that the results could only point to facts. And indeed they do. The fact is that most young people 

see nothing wrong with attending square or rock ’n roll dances. They can go right along with the 

world and its entertainment and take for granted that this is all right. 

As a student at East Christian High, 1 was quite disturbed by these results, so I wrote an 

article and asked to have it published in the school paper. In the article I asked a few pointed 

questions and suggested possible answers, among which wore: “Does not the very fact that a 

survey was taken indicate that all is not well? Not everyone agrees on this question, or at least 

some have some misgivings. Could it be that the basic approach is faulty? Why was the dance 

introduced? Could it be that we are trying to get as close to the world as possible? Call this dance 

culture, entertainment, anything you want, I say it is conforming to the world and that is wrong.” 

This was the essence of my article. 

Students who are not on the Courtviews staff have always been encouraged and urged to 

contribute to the paper. The students have done this. Last year, two people who disagreed with 

the sentiments and comments expressed in a “rate-your-school” poll were given a half page of 

space to speak their minds. Indeed, even though editors come and go, it has always been the 

policy of the school to allow a reasonable article some space.  But my article was refused by  

the editor on the grounds that it did not represent enough student opinion to warrant its pub-

lication, and that the whole question would end up by being a theological debate. But after all, it 

makes no difference how much of the student body is behind me. It is MY opinion, not theirs. 

All previous articles of this kind have been signed by one person, not by 10% of the student 

body. I talked to the school principal, to no avail. My article would not be published. 

Why am I telling you readers about this isolated incident? Because it is typical of what is 

called church nowadays and of the spirit of the times. People can be so broadminded and tolerant 

when it comes to liberalism or deviation from the truth. People, and the church, too, can talk so 

glibly about progress, but when somebody tries to draw the line of the antithesis and support the 

Church's position of distinctiveness, he is told that there is no place for this and that he is narrow-

minded. This is also when freedom of the press becomes a myth. It is a sign of the times, and we 

as young people should always be on our guard against tins pseudo-piety and be ready when it 

comes to defending our truth! 
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